
The Answer is 5G
What is the question?

The practical guide to understanding 5G and why you 

should be planning for a 5G future……



Every day it seems there is something new relating to 5G demanding our attention.

Carriers, handset manufacturers and application vendors, all seem to be pushing us

towards a 5G future, whether we want it or not.

So, what does all this 5G jargon really mean, is all 5G the same and why does my

organisation need to use 5G?

These are all good questions, as is when to start investing in 5G, especially in

relation to large investments organisation have already made in 4G technology.

In this e-book, we will discuss some of the more pragmatic issues related to 5G,

such as:

1. How 5G compares, at a high level, to 4G

2. Why not all 5G is the same

3. Why low latency is more important than higher speeds

4. How 5G fits with remote working

5. How 5G benefits the Internet of Things (IoT)

6. Using 5G to facilitate Edge Computing

7. What 5G slicing is and why it is important

8. When 6G is coming

9. 5G Service Plans issues to consider

10. 5G Coverage in Australia

11. 5G v NBN

12. Our summary and conclusions in relation to 5G

As this is not an in depth technical paper we won’t go into the current use cases for

mobile technology, as it is assumed the reader is already familiar with current

mobile voice and data services.

Understanding 5G and Planning for a 5G Future
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Our own testing of 5G performance (using iPhone 12 on Telstra network)

provided the following result. Whilst the download speed was over 1Gbps, the

latency at 18ms was disappointing.

What is 5G and why is it better than 4G?

5G stands for Fifth Generation, 4G is Fourth Generation and so on.

Most people today use and understand the benefits of 4G, so we will

start with a high level comparison of the major attributes of 5G against

4G technology:

• 5G is potentially 5 to 10 times faster than 4G

• 5G has a lower (better) latency (end to end delay) than 4G

• 5G current indoor coverage is not as good as 4G

• 5G supports 500 times more simultaneous connections than 4G

The majority of the excitement in the market about 5G is based on the

potential of faster speeds and lower delays.

Whilst it is evident that there are definite improvements in speed, the

downside is that a new device is required to access 5G.

It is important to note that only very recent devices support 5G and

regardless which carrier you use or what plan you are on, you won’t see

any benefit from 5G without a new device that supports 5G.

Recently (Q1 2021), Opensignal conducted independent speed tests on all 3

Mobile Networks in Australia.

Below shows the Opensignal results of the average speed of 5G v 4G across

each of the networks.

4G – 39Mbps 5G – 138.5 Mbps

4G – 37Mbps 5G – 236.6 Mbps

4G – 48Mbps 5G – 253.8 Mbps
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Not all 5G is the same

When we hear the term 5G, it is natural to assume that all 5G is the

same, unfortunately that is not the case,

5G, like all wireless technology, operates at specific frequencies, we

measure these frequencies in Hertz (Hz)

Whilst we don’t want to go into all the technical details, it is important

to understand that the higher the frequency, the less distance a

wireless signal can travel and the more difficultly it has in penetrating

walls and building structures.

5G in Australia

• All Australian 5G networks currently use sub 6 5G

• Vodafone is also retooling some of its 4G infrastructure to offer low-

band 5G.

• 5G mmWave is coming. In April 2021 all three networks purchased

their share of the 26Ghz (mmWave) spectrum.

• The main difference between Sub 6 5G and mmWave 5G are the

frequencies used. mmWave 5G uses higher frequencies and provides

much faster speeds.

• Of all the 3 versions of 5G, mmWave has the highest theoretical

download speed (up to 20Gbps).

• Whilst faster mmWave 5G might not be too far away, it will require a

new device (not generally available in Australia), to utilise this version

of 5G when it does become available.

• The downside is that mmWave 5G signals don’t travel as far and have

trouble penetrating walls, hence the stated indoor coverage issues.

• Sub 6 5G is better for indoor applications and is capable of speeds up

to 1Gbps.

• Moving forward, we will see networks employing a number of 5G

technologies in their overall 5G solution to deliver faster speeds

indoors as well as outdoors.

There are three different types of 5G technology in use today:

• low-band 5G (850/900 MHz band)

• mid-band - sub 6 5G (3.6 GHz)

• mmWave 5G (26GHz Band)

Not all devices support all types of 5G, for example only USA sold

models of iPhone 12 are compatible with mmWave 5G.

At the time of writing this e-book, the mmWave version of 5G was not 

available in Australia.
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Low Latency is more important than Speed

The potential high speeds that 5G provides gets all the headlines, but high-speed

means nothing without low latency. The relatively high latency of 4G has been a

major issue despite theoretical maximum speeds of up to 1Gbps.

Latency is measured via Round Trip Time (RTT), the time it takes to send data from

your device to the network and through to a resource or application and back again.

An example of latency is seen in online gaming, where every additional millisecond’s

delay can make a big difference in the game experience and usability.

In our opinion, having very low latency (eg 1ms) at say 1Gbps is more important that

having 20Gbps speed with several millisecond latency.

Low latency will be the basis upon which 5G will help deliver new and future

technologies.

For example, self-driving cars absolutely need low delay, where a millisecond

variance could pose very real safety risk.
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5G and Remote Working

The increased usage of video conferencing for meetings, and other

collaboration tools are driving higher bandwidth requirements.

The need for employees to work with mission-critical applications and

sensitive data from their home offices has caused a rethink on

traditional security mechanisms. Virtual Private Network (VPN)

solutions no longer address all known security risks or provide the

expected level of application performance or user experience.

There is a wave of change that is occurring worldwide, this change has

been accelerated by the recent (and ongoing) pandemic and is forcing

a “new normal” for business, which is being called the “Borderless

Enterprise”.

A Borderless Enterprise embraces the proliferation of cloud- based

applications and enables working from anywhere, without any

degradation in access and performance of business systems or data

security.

As work-from-anywhere booms, the traditional techniques for protecting

systems and data are no longer enough to counter increasing cyber

risks. Recent well published Ransomware and Phishing cases have

shown that any size private or public organisation is at risk.

5G will help facilitate work-from-anywhere, but it must be part of an

overarching Integrated Security Framework (ISF) that includes a Zero-trust

model for all systems and services.

If considering 5G for remote working it must be utilised in conjunction

with an ISF to ensure the highest levels of cybersecurity are achieved
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5G and Internet of Things (IoT)

As discussed earlier, low latency is a key attribute of 5G and with low latency real-

time, mission-critical applications become possible over wireless infrastructure.

It is this low latency, along with the high scalability of 5G, that make it a very good

technology to deliver IoT applications.

5G supports what is called massive machine type communications (mMTC).

While many IoT devices are already connected via 4G (and in some cases 3G) there

is an inherent limitation of 4G in the number of devices within a single cell site

(2,000 maximum concurrent connections), Currently this limitation does not

majorly affect most IoT deployments, however in the future this limitation will hold

back new IoT applications and use cases,

The ability of 5G to support millions of IoT devices in the same area, takes the

usability of wireless technology for IoT to a new level. This high level of scalability is

critical for the high density requirements of digital smart cities and smart buildings.

Massive machine type communications (mMTC) is also well suited to asset

monitoring and predictive maintenance applications, due to the scale of the

number of sensors that can be used across small geographical areas.

By connecting physical assets to a 5G network via sensors, organisations (including

public utilities) can take a more proactive approach to maintenance and asset

protection. Real time data collection and analysis can identify equipment faults,

which can be rectified before they cause downtime. 5G can help minimise

equipment failure and maximise asset utilisation.
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Pushing Computing to the Edge

Traditionally, wireless networks have been ‘dumb pipes’ for voice calls and data to

traverse. With 5G it will be possible to make these pipes ‘intelligent’ by overlaying

distributed edge cloud computing, using Multi-access or Mobile Edge Computing

(MEC)

MEC is a technology that can de-centralise cloud and data centres and shift

processing capabilities to mobile base stations or edge nodes via authorized third

parties, such as application developers and content providers.

5G helps facilitate MEC and allows cost effective deployment of computer

processing, data storage and analytics capabilities at or near where the data is

collected, or where digital content and applications are consumed.

An example of MEC at scale is AWS Wavelength. AWS customers are able to run

their applications on AWS services in the edge of a 5G network of a specific telco.

Wavelength Zones are AWS infrastructure deployments that embed AWS compute

and storage services at the edge of the 5G network, so application traffic from 5G

devices can reach application servers without leaving the telecommunications

network. This avoids the latency that would result from application traffic having to

traverse multiple hops across the Internet to reach their destination, taking full

advantage of the latency and bandwidth benefits offered by 5G.

Unfortunately, this AWS service is not currently available in Australia but provides

a good example of the use case for MEC.
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A Slice of 5G 

5G supports what is called “Network Slicing” which allows operators to

split their network into separate sub-networks (ie slices), enabling them

to dedicate network resources to different users and applications.

Sub-networks can ‘slice’ the infrastructure resources from the physical

network to create virtual independent networks. This is a significant

development from 4G as it enables an operator to deliver many different

capabilities by creating slices that can be tailored for the intended

usage.

For example, an operator could create a network slice for IoT devices, or

alternatively, a network slice for higher security for a higher quality of

service for government or public safety uses.

Network slicing also provides a model for infrastructure sharing between

network operators.

With Network Slicing, a carrier’s 5G network could be shared with one or

more other operators. Given the capital expenditure that is associated

with 5G rollout, Network Slicing can provide a cost effective, short-term

solution for all operators.

Due to the competitive tension between the three operators in Australia,

we are unlikely to see Network Slicing used for sharing of infrastructure,

but probably will see it used for various class of service applications.

General Mobile Data Slice

IoT Slice

High Priority Slice

Other Operator Slice

5G Slice Examples

1

2

3

4
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What about 6G?

If we currently have 4G and 5G is coming, how long before 5G is replaced with 6G?

This is an important question as it helps organisations understand what sort of

planning horizon they need for future budgets.

The good news is that 5G technology is still evolving and new enhancements are still

to be rolled out under 5G (e.g. Release 17)

When we consider than 4G was initially released in 2009, we would expect that 5G

will be with us for at least another 10 years.

Therefore, investments made today in 5G devices, routers and other assets will most

more than cover the asset life.
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5G Carrier Plans

Australian carriers are offering standard plans with 5G included in

the plan fee.

Most Australia carriers are not charging any premium for 5G access

plans. These plans however are predominately designed for mobile

data users as well as some fixed line replacement applications.

So far there has been a lack of cost effective plans for low usage

devices such as IoT sensors and monitors.

An important component of managing large corporate mobile fleets

is the effective use of “Shared Data Pools”. It is important to ensure

that not only are these pools large enough to support any additional

data requirements as a result of higher 5G speeds, but also that

these pooling arrangements continue to deliver the desired

outcomes for an organisation.

In our recent discussions with carriers on this topic we can confirm

that Optus and Vodafone are not placing any pool restrictions on

the plans provided to large corporate and government.

However, the situation with Telstra is not so straight forward (refer

panel to right).

Telstra 5G Plans - Issues to Consider

1. Tiered Rates that are Speed Limited – Some plans have costs based on the

amount of data the plan contributes to the pool, the higher the cost the more data

contributed (ie 10GB up to 120GB). The plan also dictates the maximum speed the

device can use on the network. Lower cost plans are typically limited to 50Mbps,

medium cost plans are typically limited to 250Mbps and generally only the highest

cost plans have access to unlimited speed. This means that even if your device is

capable of 5G speeds unless you are on the higher cost plan, you do not get

access to those speeds

2. Speed Capping on Shared Plans – Whilst no excess usage charges apply to shared

data plans and pools, when the combined Mobile and Mobile Broadband usage

exceeds the total data pool allowance ALL Mobile and Mobile Broadband users on

the same account will be capped at 1.5Mbps for the remainder of the bill cycle.

3. Speed Capping (Non-Shared Plans) – Non-Shared Plans must be used for any

device designated by Telstra to be a Router. Any Routers on shared data plans will

be moved by Telstra to non-shared plans. These plans Include a data allowance (eg

50GB) that is not shared with any other service on the account. Whilst no excess

usage charges apply, when the plan usage exceeds the plan limit the service will

be capped at 1.5Mbps for the remainder of the bill cycle.

4. Uncapped Throughput (Non-Shared Plans) – Should you decide that speed capping

for a Router is not desirable, Data Top-ups can be used to ensure the Router

continues to function as expected. These are applied automatically and expire at

the end of each billing period. The danger here is a return to bill shock for Routers

on these types of plans.
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5G Coverage in Australia

5G is already here in Australia and many parts of the country already have 5G

service available to use now.

All networks have coverage maps that indicate their current 5G coverage.

These maps are continuously changing and should be referenced to gain the

latest information on coverage,

https://www.telstra.com.au/coverage-networks/our-coverage

https://www.optus.com.au/about/network/coverage

https://www.vodafone.com.au/network/coverage-checker

Whilst these maps provide a good indication of general area of coverage, as

there are many issues related to actual wireless performance (regardless of the

technology) it is always recommended to undertake detailed wireless studies

before committing to any fixed 5G sites, where 5G will be the primary link.
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5G versus NBN

Will 5G the replace the NBN (National Broadband Network)?

If we only consider speed, the answer would be yes. 5G is not only capable of

speeds much faster than the NBN’s current highest speed, but even its baseline

50Mbps is faster than half of the current NBN plans on the market.

The real issue is that 5G is a wireless based technology and with any wireless

system it is subject to environmental factors and good coverage/performance

today doesn’t mean you will get the same tomorrow.

Additionally, there are still a lot of unknowns at this stage, such as:

• How stable will 5G be for Routers?

• Will coverage be comprehensive enough to rely solely on 5G?

• How much will telcos charge for the privilege?

The big benefits of 5G over the NBN are:

• The ability to deploy high speed connectivity quickly

• Relatively low deployment costs

• Cost effective fixed line alternative for surveillance and monitoring

However, any fibre to the premise based system (like many of the NBN

connections) will always be inherently more reliable than a wireless based system.

As NBN Fibre can go faster (they just choose not to) and it is virtually unaffected by

environmental or electromagnetic interference, it is here to stay for a bit longer.
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Summary & Conclusions

It’s clear that 5G technology brings many benefits and will drive many new

applications for businesses as well as individual users and therefore we are

supporters of 5G as a technology.

Here are our take away points on 5G:

1. Don’t undertake large scale rollouts of 5G handsets to replace 4G

handsets, but rather undertake this under Business as Usual (BAU) to

replace handsets as their operating systems near end of support.

2. Don’t enable high speed service plans on 4G devices, as they wont be

able to utilise the speed, you can always upgrade the plan when the

attached device supports 5G.

3. Ensure any 5G plan selected is appropriate for the end user and any

increased speed justifies any additional cost.

4. Undergo thorough pilot testing before committing to 5G as a fixed line

replacement.

5. Undertake extensive financial modelling on 5G service plans and ROI on

5G enabled IoT devices before commencing large scale rollouts.

6. Commence your journey towards being a Borderless Enterprise and

leverage Zero Trust to deliver the highest level of security for remote

workers.

7. Engage with a trusted independent advisor, as well as your Carrier, to help

guide your initial steps towards a 5G future.
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TeleResult have nearly 50 years of experience in the

Australian telecommunications market and are

considered a “trusted advisor” to many business and

government organisations around the country.

If you’d like further information on 5G or want to discuss

the best way for your organisation to leverage benefits

from 5G, please contact us via any of the methods below.

Phone: 1300 853 433

Email: sales@teleresult.com.au

Web: www.teleresult.com.au

About TeleResult
TeleResult is an Australian owned and operated specialist in
Telecommunications Managed Services and Telecoms Consulting.

Its goal is to be the preferred provider of expense and device
management solutions across all telecom assets to large corporate
and government clients, which ultimately leads to lower overall
costs and the highest possible value extraction from an
organisation’s annual telecoms expenditure.

In almost 50 years and 3,000 Client engagements its clients have
consistently said TeleResult is different from any other provider,
because it always delivers on its commitments and continuously
works with them to achieve to required outcomes and results.


